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1. Прочитать текст

                                             The USA

The United States of America is one of the greatest countries in the world.

It is situated on the North American continent and is washed by three oceans: the 
Pacific, the Atlantic and the Arctic.

The USA  borders only on two countries — Canada and Mexico.

This great country has a lot of mountains, rivers, lakes. The main mountains are 
the Appalachians and the Cordilleras. The longest rivers are the Mississippi and 
the Missouri.

The climate of the country is varied. In the southern part it is subtropical while the 
northern part has very cold weather in winter.

America has fifty states and one federal District of Columbia where the capital of 
the country is situated.

The capital of the USA is Washington. It stands on the Potomac river in the eastern
part of the country.

The population of the USA is near 250 million people.

The USA is federal republic, consisting of fifty states. Each of these states has its 
own government. The president is the head of the state and the government.

2. Ответить на вопросы 

Where is the USA situated?

What do you know about its area?



What is the population of the country?

What is the political structure?

Who is the head of the country?

3. Составьте 5 предложений по картинке, используя слова и 
словосочетания к ней.

The Statue of Liberty

A Symbol

New York

A present of France

The White House

Washington DC

To be situated

A residence for the USA president

A symbol

A flag



50 stars

13 strips

To serve two terms
To earn 200.000$ a year
To live in the White House
A head of state and government

4. Выполнить тест

Тест по теме «США»

Answer these multiple-choice questions about the USA

1. What territory does USA occupy?

A About nine thousand four hundred square kilometers

B About nine million four hundred square kilometers

C About nine million four hundred thousand square kilometers

2. What countries does the USA Border?

A Canada, Mongolia

B Mexico, Spain

C Canada, Mexico



3.What are the major rivers of the USA?

A the Mississippi, the Columbia, the Colorado

B the Missouri, the Ohio, the Niagara

C the Columbia, the Colorado, the California

4.How many million people live in the USA?

A about two hundred fifty thousand people

B about two hundred fifty million people

C about fifty million people

5. Where is the capital of the country located?

A between the states of New Jersey and New York.

B between the states of Virginia and Maryland

C between the states of Washington and Oregon

6. In what part of the country is it very hot?

A inland southwest

B on the Pacific Coast

C on the Atlantic Coast

7. What part of the country has the tropical climate?

A in Hawaii

B on the Pacific Coast

C on the Atlantic Coast



8.Who is at the head of the State

A the King

B The President

C the Queen


